
CORSAIR® (NASDAQ: CRSR), a world leader in enthusiast components for gamers, creators, and
PC builders, today announced massive new capacities for its DDR5 memory kits, thanks to new 24GB
and 48GB UDIMM modules. For the first time from CORSAIR, PC builders can choose from 192GB
(4x 48GB), 96GB (2x 48GB), or 48GB (2x 24GB) memory kits. Available in either VENGEANCE RGB
DDR5 or VENGEANCE DDR5 kits, these new high capacities are ideal for the most demanding,
high-capacity applications such as 8K video editing, as well as DRAM-heavy AI and deep learning
workloads. Motherboards with just two memory slots, including Micro ATX and Mini-ITX builds, where
space is tight but large capacities are needed also benefit. (Photo: Business Wire)

Pushing the Boundaries of DDR5 – CORSAIR® Launches New 48GB, 96GB and 192GB Memory Kits

February 21, 2023

MILPITAS, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 21, 2023-- CORSAIR® (NASDAQ: CRSR), a world leader in enthusiast components for gamers, creators,
and PC builders, today announced massive new capacities for its DDR5 memory kits, thanks to new 24GB and 48GB UDIMM modules. For the first
time from CORSAIR, PC builders can choose from 192GB (4x 48GB), 96GB (2x 48GB), or 48GB (2x 24GB) memory kits. Available in either
VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 or VENGEANCE DDR5 kits, these new high capacities are ideal for the most demanding, high-capacity applications such
as 8K video editing, as well as DRAM-heavy AI and deep learning workloads. Motherboards with just two memory slots, including Micro ATX and
Mini-ITX builds, where space is tight but large capacities are needed also benefit.

This press release features multimedia. View the full release here: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230221005062/en/

CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 and
VENGEANCE DDR5, already top choices
for performance enthusiasts, are optimized
for the latest gaming PCs and workstations
and at these new capacities give custom
PC enthusiasts the option to build with
memory configurations that weren’t
possible until now. Both 96GB and 48GB
kits are available immediately in both RGB
and non-RGB flavors, running at
5,600MT/s and 5,200MT/s and support
Intel XMP 3.0 memory overclocking to
ensure owners can easily run their memory
at the intended speeds.

Launching in early March 2023, 192GB (4x
48GB) 5,200MT/s VENGEANCE RGB
DDR5 and VENGEANCE DDR5 kits set a
new standard for high capacity DDR5.
These quad-DIMM kits are compatible with
Intel 13th-Gen systems and support the
same Intel XMP 3.0 easy overclocking for
optimal performance.

Continuing the CORSAIR tradition of
producing superior quality and reliable
DRAM, VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 and
VENGEANCE DDR5 modules are built
using only hand-sorted, tightly-screened
memory chips to ensure consistent
high-frequency performance, along with

high-performance PCBs for excellent signal quality and stability. A limited lifetime warranty grants you peace of mind that your new memory will last
throughout your machine’s lifespan and beyond.

DDR5 ensures today’s high-end CPUs receive data as quickly as possible, elevating system performance and processing power to greater heights.
These new kits deliver ground-breaking capacities that push the boundaries for small form factor memory performance.

Availability, Warranty, and Pricing
CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 and VENGEANCE DDR5 96GB and 48GB kits are available immediately from the CORSAIR webstore and the
CORSAIR worldwide network of authorized retailers and distributors.

CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 and VENGEANCE DDR5 192GB kits will be available from March 7, 2023 from the CORSAIR webstore and the
CORSAIR worldwide network of authorized retailers and distributors.

CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 and VENGEANCE DDR5 are backed by a limited lifetime warranty, alongside the CORSAIR worldwide
customer service and technical support network.

For up-to-date pricing of CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 and CORSAIR VENGEANCE DDR5, please refer to the CORSAIR website or contact
your local CORSAIR sales or PR representative.

SKU Description Available Price

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230221005062/en/


CMH48GX5M2B5200C38 CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 48GB (2x24GB)
DDR5-5200 (PC5-41600) C38

21-Feb $194.99

CMH48GX5M2B5600C40 CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 48GB (2x24GB)
DDR5-5600 (PC5-44800) C40

21-Feb $204.99

CMH96GX5M2B5200C38 CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 96GB (2x48GB)
DDR5-5200 (PC5-41600) C38

21-Feb $389.99

CMH96GX5M2B5600C40 CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 96GB (2x48GB)
DDR5-5600 (PC5-44800) C40

21-Feb $399.99

CMK48GX5M2B5200C38 CORSAIR VENGEANCE DDR5 48GB (2x24GB)
DDR5-5200 (PC5-41600) C38

21-Feb $184.99

CMK48GX5M2B5600C40 CORSAIR VENGEANCE DDR5 48GB (2x24GB)
DDR5-5600 (PC5-44800) C40

21-Feb $194.99

CMK96GX5M2B5200C38 CORSAIR VENGEANCE DDR5 96GB (2x48GB)
DDR5-5200 (PC5-41600) C38

21-Feb $379.99

CMK96GX5M2B5600C40 CORSAIR VENGEANCE DDR5 96GB (2x48GB)
DDR5 5600 (PC5-44800) C40

21-Feb $389.99

CMH192GX5M4B5200C38 CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 192GB (4x48GB)
DDR5-5200 (PC5-41600) C38

6-Mar TBD

CMH192GX5M4B5200C38 CORSAIR VENGEANCE DDR5 192GB (4x48GB)
DDR5-5200 (PC5-41600) C38

6-Mar TBD

Web Pages

To learn more about CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 Memory, please visit:
https://www.corsair.com/vengeance-rgb-ddr5

To learn more about CORSAIR VENGEANCE DDR5 Memory, please visit:
https://www.corsair.com/vengeance-ddr5

To learn more about the full range of CORSAIR DDR5 Memory, please visit:
https://www.corsair.com/ddr5-memory

Product Images

High-resolution images of the CORSAIR VENGEANCE DDR5 and CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB DDR5 kits can be found at this link below:
https://pr.cor.sr/vengeance

Access key:
f6Fney!hEp79

About CORSAIR
CORSAIR (NASDAQ:CRSR) is a leading global developer and manufacturer of high-performance gear and technology for gamers, content creators,
and PC enthusiasts. From award-winning PC components and peripherals, to premium streaming equipment, smart ambient lighting, and esports
coaching services, CORSAIR delivers a full ecosystem of products that work together to enable everyone, from casual gamers to committed
professionals, to perform at their very best.

Copyright © 2023 Corsair Memory, Inc. All rights reserved. CORSAIR and the sails logo are registered trademarks of CORSAIR in the United States
and/or other countries. PHILIPS is a registered trademark of Koninklijke Philips N.V. Nanoleaf is a registered trademark of NanoGrid Limited. All other
company and/or product names may be trade names, trademarks, and/or registered trademarks of the respective owners with which they are
associated. Features, pricing, availability, and specifications are subject to change without notice.

CORSAIR/Elgato PR Contacts

Region Representative Contact Information

Worldwide PR Director Harry Butler harry.butler@corsair.com

PR – USA and Canada Justin Ocbina
Andrew Williams

justin.ocbina@corsair.com
andrew.r.williams@corsair.com

PR – UK Pascal Bregeon
Zak Storey

pascal.bregeon@corsair.com
zak.storey@corsair.com

PR – Scandinavia & Benelux Gabriel Begorgis gabriel.begorgis@corsair.com

PR – DACH Yannick Friedsam
Stefan Quiring

yannick.friedsam@corsair.com
stefan.quiring@corsair.com

PR – Italy Davide Salvioni davide.salvioni@corsair.com

PR – MENA & Turkey Tarek Hamdy tarek.hamdy@corsair.com

PR – CEE Cezary Gorny cezary.gorny@corsair.com

PR – Spain and Portugal Noelia Colino noelia.colino@corsair.com

PR – France Clemence Garcia clemence.garcia@corsair.com

PR – China Manfrid Zhang manfrid.zhang@corsair.com

PR – Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia Punpanit Mekvibul punpanit.m@corsair.com
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PR – Vietnam Phuong Doan phuong.doan@corsair.com

PR – North Asia Zack Chang zack.chang@corsair.com

PR – Japan Fuyuhata Jin fuyuhata.jin@corsair.com

PR – India & South Asia Rushabh Shah rushabh.shah@corsair.com

PR – ANZ, Singapore, Malaysia April Chu april.chu@corsair.com

 

View source version on businesswire.com: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230221005062/en/

Worldwide PR Director
Harry Butler
harry.butler@corsair.com
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